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Hi,

Please forward these comments to planning board members.
While we realize this is early in the process, we would like to ensure that the best possible 
biking and walking facilities are built.

Alameda Landing:

Water  shuttle - the shuttle will fill a current need to get pedestrians and bicyclists across the 
estuary given the lack of alternatives of efficient and economical alternatives.  We spoke about
 ensuring that the shuttle is available to those who can’t currently afford alternatives.

bike facilities -it would be more helpful if  the bicycle circulation plan clearly shows the type 
of bikeway on the street.  Protected bikeways are the norm at Alameda Point, and should be 
included as much as possible at Alameda Landing.  
A protected bikeway is recommended on Mitchell Ave

Since 5th Avenue is the main biking street to the water shuttle, which would be used a 
transportation corridor,  5th street should have protected bike lanes.  If parking is placed on the
 street, these lanes could the parking as the protection barrier.

Since the Bette street path is a direct connection to the waterfront from a main biking facility - 
Stargell- it should meet or exceed the minimum shared biking and walking requirements.

Encinal Terminals

The Draft master plan indicates that there will be NO bike facilities within the Encinal 
Terminals AND the bay trail portion of the plan shows a sub-stardard width of 12’.

This project promises to be a major waterfront access area and an area with a large number of 
homes and car travel.  The roadways should be configured for safe bicycle access.  Cross 
sections B and C, G and J show little to no safe bicycle access to the mixed- use areas within 
the project.  In fact,  the perpendicular parking is dangerous for bicyclists and should be 
avoided for bicyclists’ safety. 

Please ensure that a valid plan for bicyclists’ access to the waterfront is integrated into the 
Encinal Terminals Master Plan.
thanks,
lucy
--------------
L. Gigli            (pronounced "jeel-yee") 
President, Bike Walk Alameda
http://www.bikewalkalameda.org
510-595-4690
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WE DID IT! 
The City Council unanimously approved a safer Central Avenue.

Preserving the Planet for Future Generations by Creating a safe and enjoyable 
place to walk and bike.
Shoreline Cycletrack, Cross Alameda Trail, better ferry access.


